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WALKABILITY
within a 10min walk to amenities
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millennials
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electronic devices that make life 
easier than any previous generation

Transit Zone Elements Important to Millennials

people born between 1983 and 2000 
less dependent on personal vehicles

ADAPTATION |



EXISTING TRANSIT

light rail system

bus routes - high and low frequency

bicycle routes 

Light Rail

Existing Bus Route

Existing Low Frequency Bus Stop

Existing High Frequency Bus Stop

Bicycle Route

Minneapolis’ existing public transit system 
provides high and low frequency 
transportation.

TECHNOLOGY
electronic devices that make life easier

WALKABILITY
within a 10min walk to amentities

COMPONENTS PRESENT :

EXISTING MINNEAPOLIS TRANSIT



TRANSIT ADAPTATION

Site - Transit Zone

Proposed Transit Zone for
Existing High Frequency Bus Route

Proposed Transit Zone for Light Rail

Proposed Transit Zone for
New High Frequency Bus Route

modifying the existing transit system to fit 
the needs and values of current and 
future residents

TECHNOLOGY
electronic devices that make life easier

WALKABILITY
within a 10min walk to amenities

COMPONENTS PRESENT :

ADAPTING MINNEAPOLIS TRANSIT



CLASS A TRANSIT ZONE
primary transit zone | contains a commercial corridor

CLASS B TRANSIT ZONE
secondary transit zone | primarily residential

Class A Transit Zone

Class B Transit Zone

Site | Class A Transit 
Zone Prototype

TECHNOLOGY
electronic devices that make life easier

WALKABILITY
within a 10min walk to amenities

COMPONENTS PRESENT :

CLASSIFYING MINNEAPOLIS TRANSIT



involved|active community 
narrow streets

green boulevards

single-family homes

1920s-1960s construction

commercial |mixed use

two story buildings

public spaces

alleyways

NOKOMIS EAST NEIGHBORHOOD CULTURE

8

commercial | mixed use two story buildings
7

public spaces
2
single-family homes

3
1920s-1960s construction

4
green boulevards

5
narrow streets alleyways

post war neighborhood | quiet residential



Landmark
confluence of transit and commercial corridors

Gateway
entrance to neighborhood

Residential
immersion within the neighborhood

Collector
gathers people along collector roads

Greenway
safely connecting people and spaces

Designated Bicycle Route
on-street connection

PROPOSED INTERSECTIONSEXISTING INTERSECTIONS

MASTER PLAN PROGRESSION
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WALKABILITY

PROTECTED BICYCLE ROUTE

1

22

3

4

43221

INCREASED CIRCULATION HIERARCHY
4’ minimum boulevard and furniture zone
6’ protected bicycle route
10’ minimum pedestrian zone in front of mixed use buildings

REDUCE VEHICULAR SPEEDS
two 12’ wide vehicular driving lanes
10‘ parallel parking lane on either side of the road intermixed with bioswales
speedtable crosswalks and intersection raises cars to meet pedestrians & cyclists

digital 
reader 
board

13.5’ 
pedestrian 

lighting
bicycle 
parking 
station

10’ turf 
boulevard

6’ rubber 
asphalt 

protected 
bicycle 
route

permeable 
elongated 

pavers

navigational 
signage

10’ permeable 
sidewalk

solar 
powered 
charging 

station permeable 
crosswalk 

speedtable

bioswale

cherry wood 
shade 

structure



PERMEABLE SURFACE INCREASE      

41% of the existing roadway was converted into permeable surfaces

INFILTRATION BIOSWALES

PRIMARY BENEFITS
replenishes the ground water
reduces water runoff
filters water of toxins

SECONDARY BENEFITS
narrows roadway, reducing vehicular speeds
creates a protected bicycle route & sidewalk
storage area for snow during the winter months

permeable elongated 
pavers

10’ wide bioswale permeable crosswalk 
speedtable

2 - 12’ concrete 
driving lanes



PROJECT ELEMENTS

SOLAR POWERED BIKE SHARE

solar panels power 
bicycle rental kiosk 
& electric motors 

in bicycles

rentable electric 
bicycles increase 

access to pedestrian 
circulation

digital interactive 
bicycle & bus 

route map

SEATING

steamed 
metal

brushed 
aluminum

brushed 
aluminum

bamboo

brushed 
aluminum

bamboo

brushed 
aluminum

bamboo

bamboo

various 
colors of 

metal

various 
colors of 

metal

ENERGY HUB

solar powered 
charging station for 

smartphones & tablets

BUS SHELTER

13.5’ black 
anodized steel  
pedestrian light

high frequency 
bus routes

glass enclosed 
shelter to protect 
from the elements

digital reader 
board to display 

next route to come

solar panels to 
power electrical 

components

electrical 
outlet

digital board for 
route updates, 

purchasing transit 
passes, ordering 

and downloading 
information from 
the internet, and 

access to television

vertical bicycle 
shelter|rack

13.5’ black 
anodized steel  
pedestrian light

LIGHTING

13.5’ black anodized steel 
pedestrian street light

overhang black 
anodized steel light

OVERHANG

colored 
outdoor fabric

brushed 
aluminum tube

colored 
outdoor fabric

cherry 1’ x 1’ 
beams

brushed 
aluminum tube

corrugated 
tin

cherry 1’ x 1’ 
beams
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